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Introduction
The customer has a college portal online application that helps students and teacher connect. This application is used to take exams and keep track of homework and student performance. The application was running on On-Prem infrastructure. Client complained about increased load times only during the final exam
sessions was extremely high and doesn’t want to invest in expensive infrastructure.
Here client approached 9Logic for a solution so students and teachers can access the website without any
delays. They were also worried about the increase in traffic, scaling & cost related to it, disaster recovery, and
the overall efficiency of the whole process. The Cloud is a good solution that is more economical and is comparatively easy to maintain. With cloud the customer does not have to worry about investing in the expensive
infrastructure and maintain it. On cloud he can pay for only what he uses.

Customer Inputs
The architecture of the web app includes React for frontend, Node for backend, and Microsoft SQL for the database from which
React and Node are hosted on one windows server and database on another windows server on-premises with no redundancy.
The 20 windows servers were with 8GB RAM and 100GB of SSD. DNS used is Cloud-Flare, with SSL support.

Customer had bought some windows licenses in the beginning which he did not use. The college development team did not
want the existing on-prem setup to be disturbed, rather extend it as it is, to the cloud. The client wanted to have high availability

and scale based on demand, the on-prem setup was not capable of handling the spikes in traffic or scale. The college development team wanted to create resources on AWS and use them along with the on-prem infrastructure. Here the customer reques-

ted minimum downtime, not more than two days. They also did not want to invest new windows server machines. The cost of the
whole operation and the production setup were particularly important. The goal here was to take all the advantages of the cloud
infra and use it in synergy with the on-prem infra.

POC

9Logic team started working on the migration process. Migration has different phases, where the first
one is to assess the application and requirements.
Asses - We havetaken inputs from the customer on exactly what is needed from the migration? both on the technical and busi-

ness front. We wanted to leverage the agility and reliability along with the security offered by AWS Cloud at the same time reduce
the overall cost of infrastructure setup. The business team wanted to take advantage of OPEX model for infrastructure to reduce
the overall cost. Once all the requirements are taken, we started with the next phase.

Mobilize - A strong migration plan starts with a deeper understanding of the interdependencies between applications and evaluates migration strategies to meet your business case objectives. One critical aspect of developing a migration strategy is to
collect application portfolio data and rationalize applications using the six common migration strategies:
Rehosting - Otherwise known as “lift-and-shift.”,

Refactoring / Re-architecting,

Replatforming - I sometimes call this “lift-tinker-and-shift.”,

Retire - Get rid of

Repurchasing - Moving to a different product,

Retain - Usually this means “revisit” or do nothing (for now).

As per the customer requirements, we decided to move forward with Rehosting., since it would have no impact on the existing

infrastructure. For Rehosting we have different tools like AWS SMS, Cloud Endure, etc. Here, Cloud Endure best fit our requirements,
as it replicates the servers to AWS with no downtime. The customer decided to use the internet for migration, as the customer

had good internet bandwidth to support migration over the internet. Prior to migration, there are some prerequisites we need to
take care of- setting up AWS account, setting up network infrastructure on AWS (VPC, subnets, IGW, etc.), and setting up an appli-

cation load balancer. The most important setup involved route 53 where we configured multiple scenarios including route the
traffic based on source(example if the traffic originated near college it was sent to on prem otherwise to the cloud) and based
on the load. To do this we have many options like console, terraform templates or CloudFormation templates, etc. We decide to

go with terraforming as they are highly configurable and support many resources on AWS. Now the process of maintaining infra
is made easy with terraforming templates. We also created an IAM user for Cloud Endure, which was to be used for the migration
process.

Migrate and Modernize - Once the prerequisites are taken care of, we move forward with the actual migration.
We have a variety of options for using new and existing Microsoft software licenses on the AWS Cloud.Purchase Amazon EC2
license-included instances to get new fully compliant windows server license from AWS. We can use existing licenses on AWS with

Amazon EC2 Dedicated Hosts and Dedicated Instance or EC2 instances with default tenancy by using Microsoft License Mobility

through Software Assurance.Whether you want to purchase new Microsoft licenses, or utilize existing ones, you can rely on AWS
to run your Microsoft software.CloudEndure converts Microsoft Windows licenses to AWS Windows licenses and activates them
by using AWS Key Management Service.

Output
9Logic have created and configured a Cloud Endure account with an IAM role. Once we had that in place, we created a migration-project on the cloud endure dashboard. We installed the cloud endure agent on on-prem machines and started the migra-

tion. The Cloud Endure took over from here and migrated the VMs to the cloud. Once the Cloud Endure finished the migration, we
had to make a small config change to the DNS record and the whole web-app was migrated with just 2 days of downtime (due

to the size of machines). And just like that the customer had doubled his infra structure and did not have to pay for running them
all the time. Auto Sailing was configured and based on the load the infra was sailed.

We also took advantage of AWS’s bring your own License offering, which allowed us to use the already existing Windows licenses
on AWS. Here client did not have to pay for new licenses.

The on-prem setup wasn’t disturbed. The new infrastructure cost was converted from CAPEX to OPEX. There were minimal changes to the code base, which took just a few minutes. Now both on prem and cloud infra are used in synergy.

Conclusion
9Logic success-fully migrated the Web-App to AWS Cloud
with just 2 days of downtime. There were minimal changes
to the app code. The traffic to customers app is routed

based on the location and load. The infrastructure is

scaled based on the load. The load times for the web app

were reduced by up to 60%. The website portal was highly
available.

Customer now has the option to scale on demand. The
whole expenditure model was changed, now customer

The migration process only took few hours.
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5 Days

pays smaller monthly bills instead of large upfront investments. The customer benefited from AWS’s massive

economies of scale which resulted in a cost-savings of up to 40% and not only that the customer now has the option to leverage
spot instances, which offer up to 90% discounts. AWS offers up to 99.999% availability for the VMs reduces the downtimes along

with 25% lower latency & 3X higher throughput performance backed by robust AWS network infrastructure. Sailing is easy with
AWS with deployments up to 70% faster reducing the time to market and increasing the overall business productivity. This migration addressed all the customer problems and showed better than expected results.
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